Teaching safe prescribing to medical students: perspectives in the UK
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Abstract: Prescribing is a characteristic role of a medical practitioner. On graduating from medical school, students are presumed to have acquired the necessary pharmacology knowledge underpinning the therapeutics and developed their personal skills and behaviors in order to write a safe and effective prescription (The Four Ps). However, there are reports of errors in medical prescribing and dissatisfied feedback from recent graduates, which evidence potential flaws in the current training in the practice of prescribing. We examine the Four Ps from a systems approach and offer scope for educators and curriculum designers to review and reflect on their current undergraduate teaching, learning, and assessment strategies in a similar manner. We also adopt a national framework of common competencies required of all prescribers to remain effective and safe in their area of practice as a more objective layer to the broader learning outcomes of the General Medical Council Tomorrow’s Doctors 2009. This exercise demonstrates where standard, recognized competencies for safe prescribing can be accommodated pedagogically within existing medical curricula.
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Introduction

“Most doctors are prisoners of their education and shackled by their profession.”1

Upon graduation from a medical school in the UK, students are expected to have formed into the optimal scholar and scientist, practitioner, and professional, having met all outcomes as stipulated in the General Medical Council (GMC) Tomorrow’s Doctors 2009.2 Medical curricula must be constructed to deliver and provide the necessary background and technical skills, learning opportunities and environments, and robust assessment strategies to ensure that students are appropriately equipped and prepared for practice. The “prison” that is established via their education should be one based on secure scientific foundation, supporting walls of complex clinical application, and levels of high personal and professional values so as to uphold the safety and integrity of patient-centered care. However, studies exist, and are still being produced, that report upon the frequency of prescribing errors, which contribute to one of the most common adverse events in health care.3–6 Reported errors are made by all grades of doctor, although less commonly by consultants (5.9%);7 notably foundation year 1 (FY1), and foundation year 2 (FY2) are acknowledged to be at high risk of contributing to the error rates in particular cohorts,8,9 8.4% and 10.3%, respectively.7 Compounding this further is the fact that 75% of all inpatient prescriptions are written
by recent graduates. The factors contributing to prescribing errors are extremely complex and include 1) characteristics of the clinical environment, 2) prescribing culture, and 3) workload, time, and support. However, at an individual level, prescribing errors are attributable to a lack of training in practical prescribing and failure to link theory and practice. This situation directs attention to the current undergraduate curriculum, which does not appear to be preparing trainee doctors as well as it should be. In fact, it is falling short of developing and nurturing the knowledge, skills, and behavior for graduates to “Prescribe drugs safely, effectively and economically” as stipulated by the specific GMC Tomorrow’s Doctors outcome.

There has been much academic debate around the educational tools and interventions to create the appropriate teaching, learning, and assessment strategies to ensure this GMC outcome is achieved. Published work reports on these strategies as potential improvements to remedy the error rate as well as to combat the reported lack of contextual knowledge and dissatisfaction with training as expressed by recent graduates with respect to prescribing. The vast majority of research tends to report on initiatives that are isolated teaching or training opportunities within the curriculum or simplistic in structure, which does not truly reflect the complexity of the practice of prescribing in context.

There has been the development of a single-competency framework for all prescribers by the National Prescribing Centre (NPC) commissioned by the Department of Health. This national body has recognized, over iterations of developing prescribing competency frameworks for each of the nonmedical prescribing professions, that a common set of competencies underpin prescribing regardless of professional background. This framework represents an outline of those competencies that, if acquired and maintained, can aid all professionals to become and remain effective prescribers in their area of practice. Competencies can be described as a combination of knowledge, skills, motives, and personal traits, which in turn can be related to performance. The development of competencies should help individuals improve their performance and work more effectively. Here, we have adopted this competency framework and proposed a mapping of this to the GMC standards. The further layer of competency contributed by the framework provides more objective, measurable learning outcomes to the GMC broad statements. The aim is to provide a tool for curriculum developers to review and assess their current teaching and learning strategies and appreciate where and how elements of safe and effective prescribing competencies can be built into the curriculum. In including these competencies through the educational program, medical schools have the opportunity to evidence that students have been taught within a robust structure that meets nationally stipulated prescribing recommendations. However, we have to acknowledge the existing flaw in equating competencies to performance and assessing on this basis, since competencies tend to be behaviors and actions carried out in controlled representations of professional practice, and performance describes practice in the actual clinical setting. So considering this, we hope to advocate that these taught competencies would be assessed by their performance in real-life settings where feasible.

We will source and review extensive primary and secondary research, and supplement with knowledge imparted from gray literature. The aim is to examine and provide some critique on the key messages relating to the practice of prescribing that resonates collectively within the literature and provide supporting evidence through relevant studies. This will disentangle the educational components that facilitate the teaching and learning of safe and rational prescribing and inform educators of the holistic approach required when considering reforming curricula. The ultimate intention is to help to address the deficits in the prescribing competencies of their graduates.

Method
Our search strategy identified research on medical curriculum in the UK that were published after the updated version of the revolutionary GMC Tomorrow’s Doctors 1993 recommendations, ie, 2003. However, due to the more recent recommendations in 2009, most research contained in this review was found in studies carried out after this latter publication. The following electronic databases were searched: MEDLINE, EMBASE, PubMed, SCOPUS, and Web of Science. This was supplemented with a website and gray literature search to obtain further reports, informed specialist commentaries, conference proceedings, and professional journal and articles. Papers were excluded if they were in non-English language, related to other health care professional (eg, nurse, pharmacy) education, or published before 2003. Two authors independently carried out the overarching searches and analyzed for emerging themes. These were discussed on an iterative basis in consultation with a third author to correct any discrepancies. The themes were refined through discussion with all authors to generate key messages, which are based around the Four Ps.
Themes derived from the articles are as follows:

Prescribing is not about the isolated pharmacology but it requires contextualization with a patient;
Prescribing is not about the final prescription but the underlying process;
Prescribing is not only about personal knowledge, skill, and attitude but is also a participative process;
Prescribing should not be presumed, it should be appropriately proven.

A systems approach was adopted to discuss these themes. This method provides a way to selectively handle the detail that may complicate thinking in a transparent manner, in order to reveal the underlying features of a situation from a set of explicit perspectives. For example, a systems approach to pharmacology is based on the understanding that, if one considers the concept as a whole, ie, drug action in a patient with a disease(s) at a particular dose by a specific route, rather than focusing on its component parts, ie, isolated drug action, then there are considerations required that would not apply if considering the component parts. Another aspect of the systems approach is that the situation is considered with its complexity and uncertainty, and part of the problem is to establish and agree what the problem is, and it is acknowledged that there will rarely be a single “right” solution. In line with this, our approach is of problem situation and of resolution (improving the situation) rather than solution (solving the problem).

Findings
Prescribing is not about the isolated pharmacology but it requires contextualization with a patient

There has been ongoing debate as to the contributing factors behind the reported lack of prescribing competencies of recent graduates. One argument holds the recommendations of GMC Tomorrow’s Doctors 1993 accountable. The subsequent redesign in medical curriculum as a result of this document stripped away teaching in silos and introduced the integration of scientific theory with clinical practice. This saw the “disappearance” of formal disparate clinical pharmacology and therapeutics (CPT) teaching that tackled generic issues relating to the use of drugs in a variety of clinical settings. The suggested weakened exposure of students to recognizable CPT material has been acknowledged to coincide with the rise in concern about the extent to which graduates are prepared to assume their responsibilities as prescribers.

However, the O’Shaughnessy study found that, contrary to the perceived demise of CPT, a large number of UK medical schools reported to have a dedicated CPT course integrated, albeit generally more vertically than horizontally, within their medical curricula. Also, when evaluating the reasons for medication errors in practice, it is often not simply due to deficits in core underlying knowledge. Tully et al grouped causes according to Reason’s model of accident causation into active failures, error-provoking conditions, and latent conditions, demonstrating the myriad of interacting factors involved in the complexity of prescribing within the context of a patient and the clinical environment. Indeed, it is acknowledged that tests of knowledge alone are insufficient to properly assess the educational intervention’s impact on prescribing.

Richir et al advocate that the core knowledge, skills, and attitudes of clinical pharmacology must be gained simultaneously so that a student is able to rationalize therapeutic strategies. A suggested curriculum could be structured so that the knowledge of pharmacology is acquired alongside the development of the skills for applying that knowledge in the therapeutic management of a patient. This should support the development from acquisition of knowledge and skills to the behavior of prescribing in clinical practice. This context learning has been demonstrated to be more effective than sequential learning, where the learning and the application of knowledge are separate, and is evidenced in theories from cognitive psychology and medical problem solving. An integrated curriculum is therefore the optimal environment for CPT delivery. Maxwell et al have contributed to various research that recommends how to operationalize this within medical schools, particularly in the British Pharmacological Society (BPS) curriculum for clinical pharmacology. Maxwell et al first reported on the development of an online resource in 2006, which would be continually accessible to students throughout their medical studies. The dynamic package was developed to hold a core drug list with related fundamental pharmacology, clinical pharmacology, therapeutics and toxicology. It links to lecture notes, PowerPoint presentations, computer-assisted learning packages, and external sources of information; for example, the British National Formulary (BNF) was also built in. This strategy raised the profile of the previously “invisible” CPT within the curriculum, but also ensured, with continual referral and linking across modules, that the theme was delivered and accessed horizontally and vertically throughout the program. The subsequent BPS curriculum promotes that,
indeed, the CPT should be organized to be visible, vertical, and horizontal, building upon the basics of pharmacology, onto clinical pharmacology and therapeutics and culminating with an emphasis on practical prescribing so that students are always able to integrate scientific fact into rational practice around a patient. The visibility of the expected outcome of safe and effective prescribing should be in place from the very beginning of the teaching–learning process. According to Galperin, this initial awareness will help students develop their independent learning processes though their own activities in order to achieve the required action or outcome. Presenting the required knowledge, skill, and behavior as a meaningful whole, ie, prescribing practice in its entirety, demonstrates a kind of “tomorrow’s knowledge”. Students will appreciate and understand the affective, motivational, and cognitive value of the to-be-acquired knowledge before the focus is directed to the actual appropriation and ability to use it. E-learning has been appreciated for pooling rich factual information that can be accessed by students and referred to by educators throughout the curriculum, which focuses on a specific learning objective or outcome. There is also the opportunity to clearly outline the core learning outcomes to students including knowledge of and understanding about medicines, skills related to prescribing, and attitudes toward drug therapy.

A variety of learning styles are applicable for CPT learning, but in line with the integrated approach, an inquisitive rather than a passive learning method should be adopted. The problem-based learning style lends itself advantageously to the learning of core CPT, and is highly recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO) Teaching Guide to Good Prescribing, as most prescribing situations are direct attempts to solve a clinical problem regarding the patient, requiring relevant knowledge, skills, and behaviors. Also, the theory behind problem-based learning (PBL) is to achieve complex learning, which integrates knowledge, skills, and attitudes, coordinating qualitatively different constituent skills and often transferring what is learnt in didactic lectures or theory-based delivery to real-life problems and settings.

Prescribing is not about the final prescription but the underlying process

The written or oral prescription of a therapy is where an error manifests itself in a detectable way; however, it is well acknowledged that the complex process of prescribing is, in fact, a high-risk activity within which there are numerous opportunities for inaccuracies and mistakes. Aronson describes the formidable task of generating the prescription as demanding a thorough background of pharmacological and therapeutic knowledge and skill; the ability to understand and assess the evidence base, cost effectiveness, and harm–benefit argument; and the facilitative communication skills to discuss management plans for therapy, monitoring, and dosage adjustment with other health care professionals and the patient. The complexity of this process is compounded by the expanding national formulary, increased prevalence of polypharmacy, higher patient throughput, older and more vulnerable patients, more complex therapeutic regimens, greater demand for information from patients, and the increased threats of litigation. The EQUIP study provided an insightful synopsis evaluating over 10,000 medication errors, suggesting that most were not a case of simple linear relationships between cause and effect and highlighted the multifaceted nature of the prescribing practice. Reason’s Human Error Theory has been utilized to map the range of factors behind poor prescribing at individual, environmental, and organizational levels.

Much research has been focused upon designing a model of safe prescribing behavior in order to provide the structure and minimize the potential for error. A recent systematic review found that educational interventions based on the WHO Guide to Good Prescribing have the largest body of evidence to support its use as a promising model for the design of targeted prescribing courses. Richir et al describes the underpinning theory that constituted the basis for this model. The therapeutic decision making or the therapeutic reasoning that precedes and should validate the action of prescribing is described as a process that warrants the investigation and evaluation that has been invested into diagnostic reasoning. Research exists to define the diagnostic reasoning into two subcategories: analytical (system 2), the slower and time-consuming conscious and systematically based process, and non-analytical (system 1), which is carried out rapidly and subconsciously based on experience and pattern recognition. The argument put forward is that a similar cognitive process takes place when practitioners carry out therapeutic reasoning to arrive at a therapeutic decision, which is transcribed onto a prescription. The subsequent WHO six-step model has been designed as a normative model for therapeutic reasoning and prescribing and is suggested to provide a robust six-step guide to the process of rational and safe prescribing. Later models developed are fundamentally based on the same principles guiding therapeutic reasoning. The models provide a guide to choose, prescribe, and monitor suitable medicines for an individual patient. Within the WHO model process, the
recommendation of a core drug list is articulated, which is a store of drugs identified that will be commonly used in clinical practice with the associated prescribing information. The development of this core drug list does not have to be on an individual student basis, but can adopt existing therapeutic pathways and formularies. The cognitive psychology literature would suggest that the role of the core drug list would facilitate and develop a robust system 1 of decision making (non-analytical), which is the fast, intuitive, and reflexive process triggered by pattern recognition, and will make up the bulk of the prescribing workload. Thereby, more time and thinking will be allowed and available for the system 2 process, which is deliberate, slow, and analytical and is required when faced with the prescribing of more unfamiliar drugs. The interrelationship between these two reasoning processes is continuous and dynamic, as further exposure, practice, and learning will allow the conversion of system 2 to system 1 processes, and repeated feedback, reflection, and assessment will be required to review and improve system 1. Bereiter and Scardamalia describe this process in terms of expertise development that is ongoing and effortful with reflection on situations, and an appropriate equilibrium between automaticity and conscious thought needs to be achieved.

Context learning is recommended to support the development of therapeutic reasoning. The practice of system 1 approach can allow the consolidation of the process whilst also learning the common therapeutic scripts. Fluent recall of information should be facilitated through exposure to the same setting in which it was learnt. Feedback immediately following performance will ensure that correct therapeutic reasoning has been accomplished and thereafter mentally stored. Students should be encouraged to reflect on knowledge and skills to identify and address any deficits or discrepancies. The specific model developed by Lum et al share the six steps of the WHO process, but particularly highlight the underpinning requirement for self-reflection on prescribing, seeking, and acting upon constructive feedback and the importance of timely referral. In order for this therapeutic process to be transferrable upon graduation, students should be provided with ample clinical placement provision in which to repetitively put this into practice with real-life problems. Despite the lack of empirical evidence to recommend that clinical placements support this theory, the EQUIP study showed how learning to prescribe is a social process, during which students actively engage with the sociocultural learning environment as they develop cognitive expertise. Prescribing is a task systemically embedded within the culture and values of the workplace, making it inappropriate to teach it outside of this context. McLellan et al represent this contextual learning in an elegant diagram, which illustrates the elements of a complex skill that are involved in the expert performance of it. The model depicts the integration of knowledge, skill, and attitudes that exist in a continuous feedback loop with the social context. Each time the skill must be practiced in a new setting, learning has to be transferred correctly. Transfer of learning will be hindered and errors are more likely to occur if an integrated approach to addressing the whole practice of prescribing within the social context is not employed. A holistic approach to the design of safe prescribing education should therefore be adopted. This will prevent the simplification of the overall complex task to elements that may be easier to transfer to learners in the form of facts and/or practice. Prescribing as a whole has to be acknowledged to be more than the sum of its individual parts. In maintaining this concept, educators will better avoid three persistent problems in the field of education, namely compartmentalization, fragmentation, and the transfer paradox.

Considering the logistics of allowing the continual opportunity to students to learn within context, levels of context have been explored ranging from role-playing with standardized patients in a simulated practice setting to the solution of patient problems in small working groups. There is always emphasis on the improvement of the educational setting so that it is as life-like as possible through the use of real case histories or use of video and laboratory tests rather than written fictional material to ensure that the environment remains high-stress, simulating practice, but with low risk. The BPS curriculum recommends that pre-prescribing should be in place to allow students to experience the practice where there is less time pressure and better supervision but very close simulation to their expected post-graduation activities. Prescribing simulation has also been suggested that allows rapid scoring and feedback without posing risk to patients. The GMC recommends in its supplementary advice to Tomorrow’s Doctors 2009 that clinical placements include student assistantships that allow students to put into practice their skills learnt in medical school with real patients under appropriate supervision. This situation would allow students to work in context and carry out clinically skilled tasks, such as prescribing, learn from their clinical team, and prepare better for future practice.

A notable change in the prescribing process is occurring, as evidenced by a recent systematic review on interventions to reduce dosage error, which found that electronic prescribing
shows considerable promise.\textsuperscript{52} This cannot be ignored, as the adoption of electronic prescribing is becoming more widespread, thereby changing the setting and resources available to the prescribers. Students can be made aware of these resources as a potential facilitator to prescribing, but also appreciate their limitations and currently diverse formats and interfaces that will need to be managed.

**Prescribing is not only about personal knowledge, skill, and attitude but it is a participative process**

Culturally, Barber et al\textsuperscript{53} state that doctors’ prescribing is personal to them, with little debate and opportunity for reflective learning. Correction of prescriptions by pharmacists also tends to be isolated discussions with the prescriber, and information is often not shared within the team for consideration and learning.\textsuperscript{53} Newly qualified doctors have described that their experience and observations in practice have heightened their awareness of error. Indeed, it appears that negative examples of prescribing have allowed for reflection and subsequently enhanced sense of professional responsibility and prescribing risk assessment through an explorative and iterative process of behavioral modification. The inward perspective of this process demonstrated no desire to impact external factors, such as environment, colleagues, or systems, and lessons being learnt were not shared, standardized or universal, or resolved at the root cause.\textsuperscript{5} The scientific research carried out by James Reason\textsuperscript{44,55} on medical errors evidences and calls for a significant shift from this person-centered model of error to a systemic approach to error. Concepts of “person” and “individual error” have been replaced by those of “systems” and “safety.”\textsuperscript{56} So, despite individual experience of prescribing errors in practice being valuable learning episodes, they have occurred at the potential detriment to patients. Learning has also been only self-directed and usually at an individual perspective. There has been no informing or change to culture or external factors that could improve the interplay of systemic factors that would contribute to a heightened risk awareness and patient-safety culture.\textsuperscript{6} In changing the culture from “person” to “system,” this will clarify links between patient safety and interprofessional care. Error disclosure, analysis, and learning have to be recognized as ways to prevent error. Patient safety has to be adopted as a shared responsibility of all members of the team, with team work supported via interpersonal communication, collaboration, coordination, seeking qualified assistance when needed, and accepting colleague supervision, knowledge, and expertise.\textsuperscript{56,57} Interprofessional learning has received much attention as a means to foster this collaborative learning of safe and effective use of medicines between health care professionals. The interactive role of medical, pharmacy, and nursing staff has been demonstrated to enhance safe and effective use of medicines. Interventions at multiple operant factors such as developing a safety-oriented attitude through improving environment conditions, direct staff supervision, and adopting a zero-tolerance policy for incomplete or incorrect prescriptions have been tested in an interprofessional structure.\textsuperscript{5,32,53} In a recent study, it was found that only eight medical schools were, at that time, participating in Interprofessional Education (IPE) but more were in stages of development, and it has been recognized by the BPS as an activity to foster good professional relationships in relation to prescribing.\textsuperscript{28} A one-day conference at Cardiff University School of Medicine allowed schools across the UK to present findings of their recent IPE activities, which reflected the value students attributed to the experience with respect to confidence in their own and other health care professionals’ role; increased awareness of prescribing resources, including members of the health care team; and appreciation of the knowledge base of each profession and therefore more understanding in error causation.\textsuperscript{54} These activities show the uptake and motivation to act upon the IPE agenda, but as yet little empirical evidence exists to support and inform what IPE should look like to achieve outcomes in medication safety and safe prescribing practice. A report by a final-year medical student showed how an innovative learning experience that involved the checking of drug charts on the post-take ward round allowed the identification and addressing of errors to ensure that they were vocalized and rectified.\textsuperscript{59} The activity resembles that of a ward pharmacist, and as such highlighted that the consideration of prescribing from the perspective of another health care professional offers valuable education about common errors and the importance of an open, no-blame culture in addressing them. One significant barrier to effective reflection and discussion of errors in practice was observed to be the attitude and approachability of the leading consultant on the ward.\textsuperscript{59} In order to manage this potentially limiting factor, the implementation of “near-peer” teaching and tutorials have been trialed and tested\textsuperscript{50} and recommended by the BPS.\textsuperscript{37} Both students and junior doctors report improved prescribing confidence. The process also appears to harness enthusiasm to participate in future teaching activities and nurtures the open debate required around the discussion and awareness of error. Students express preference for delivery of training by junior doctors due to the ease to identify and approach, and tutors claim...
that the teaching provides an appreciated chance to reflect on practice, recognize, and address deficits in knowledge, which thereby aid in their continuing development as prescribers. However, it is worth noting that this strategy paradoxically recommends teaching of students by those practitioners that are demonstrating the poorest prescribing in practice. The profound effect of role-modeling on professional behaviors of students is well acknowledged. Therefore, formal development programs for junior doctors contributing to prescribing teaching should be a prerequisite. This training should foster excellence in doctor role-modeling and ensure that safe and effective practice is communicated.

Prescribing should not be presumed, it should be appropriately proven

Qualification of a doctor includes a license to prescribe due to the assumption that all GMC outcomes have been assessed and successfully achieved; this includes the specific outcome:

“prescribe drugs safely, effectively, and economically”. However, due to the ambiguity of this outcome, which covers a practice that is so multifaceted and requires the demonstration of knowledge, skills, and behavior, there is significant variation in methods of assessment employed across medical schools within the UK. It is subsequently difficult to ascertain the level of competence that is being achieved via respective curricula. Heaton et al highlighted the generic terms used to describe the required exit competencies for graduates that have made the design of appropriate assessments very arbitrary and problematic, and found a majority of surveyed medical students and Foundation Year 1 (FY1) doctors felt that they had not been thoroughly assessed in prescribing. Miller’s triangle of clinical assessment has been used to model the evidencing of competence development. It depicts the hierarchical levels of assessing clinical skill, namely knowledge (knows), competence (knows how), performance (shows how), and action (does). However, it has been subsequently highlighted that clinical performance will be impacted by many factors such as time availability, tiredness, stress, etc that distorts the “does” that is assessed in a controlled environment. To encompass these external and internal factors and relate competence to performance, Rethans et al proposed modifications to Miller’s triangle and developed “The Cambridge model”. This model attests the need to assess global competence or performance of doctors in training in as realistic a way as possible. The Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) and structured clinical examinations are well recognized methods for assessing at the peak of Miller’s pyramid: competence and performing, with proven use in assessing for therapeutic competence as a whole, rather than on assessing the separate components. The validity of the OSCE or other clinical assessment tools is dependent upon the number of stations and skills evaluated to give a coherent view of the students’ clinical skill level. The need to assess the students in a manner similar to that in which they were taught has also been recognized and links back to the principles of context learning. The exposure to a setting similar to that of the learning environment will facilitate the recall of acquired knowledge and skills and the therapeutic reasoning that underpins its appropriate application. The BPS promotes the employment of the OSCE as an ideal format of assessment acknowledging that written questions are useful for assessing the underlying knowledge but inadequate as a measure of prescribing skill. Ross and Loke found the inadequacy of assessing prescribing by a single OSCE station due to the complexity of the task and need to assess all separate components. However, caution must be applied that the components are not individually assessed since it is the amalgamation of them that reflects the complexity and context of real-life practice. Maxwell lists skills such as the writing
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**Figure 1** The three domains of good prescribing, as depicted by the NPC competency framework: Prescribing in context (red), The consultation (green) and Prescribing effectively (blue), all contain three dimensions of competency ([1], [2], and [3]) within which are statements which describe an activity or outcome a prescriber should be able to demonstrate.

**Notes:** This figure provides a color coded key to show how these activities/outcomes have been mapped onto the outcomes from GMC Tomorrow’s Doctors 2009 in Table 1. Data from National Prescribing Centre and from the General Medical Council.

**Abbreviation:** NPC, National Prescribing Centre.
Table 1 The mapping of the competencies from the National Prescribing Centre framework for prescribing to the recommended outcomes from the GMC Tomorrow's Doctors 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes from GMC Tomorrow's Doctors 2009</th>
<th>Competencies from NPC framework for prescribing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The doctor as a scholar and a scientist</strong></td>
<td><strong>[1] Understands conditions being treated, their natural progress, and how to assess their severity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain normal human structure and function</td>
<td><strong>[1] Understands different nonpharmacological and pharmacological approaches to modifying disease and promoting health, identifies, and assesses the desirable outcomes of treatment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain the scientific bases for common disease presentations</td>
<td><strong>[1] Understands the mode of action and pharmacokinetics of medicines and how these mechanisms may be altered (eg, by age, renal impairment), and how this affects treatment decisions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justify the selection of appropriate investigations for common clinical cases</td>
<td><strong>[1] Understands antimicrobial resistance and roles of infection prevention, control, and antimicrobial stewardship measures</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain the fundamental principles underlying such investigative techniques</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select appropriate forms of management for common diseases, and ways of preventing common diseases, and explain their modes of action and their risks from first principles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate knowledge of drug actions: therapeutics and pharmacokinetics; drug side effects and interactions, including for multiple treatments, long-term conditions and nonprescribed medication; and also including effects on the population, such as the spread of antibiotic resistance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make accurate observation of clinical phenomena and appropriate critical analysis of clinical data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make accurate observation of clinical phenomena and appropriate critical analysis of clinical data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Apply psychological principles, method, and knowledge to medical practice</strong></td>
<td><strong>[3] Understands the different reasons for non-adherence to medicines (practical and behavioral) and how best to support patients. Routinely assesses adherence in a non-judgmental way</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain normal human behavior at an individual level</td>
<td><strong>[1] Appreciates the potential for misuse of medicines</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss psychological concepts of health, illness, and disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply theoretical frameworks of psychology to explain the varied responses of individuals, group, and societies to disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain psychological factors that contribute to illness, the course of the disease, and the success of treatment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss psychological aspects of behavioral change and treatment compliance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss adaptation to major life changes, such as bereavement; comparing and contrasting the abnormal adjustments that might occur in these situations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify appropriate strategies for managing patients with dependence issues and other demonstrations of self-harm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Apply social science principles, method, and knowledge to medical practice</strong></td>
<td><strong>[1] Understands the public health issues related to medicines and their use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain normal human behavior at a societal level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss sociological concepts of health, illness, and disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply theoretical frameworks of sociology to explain the varied responses of individuals, groups, and societies to disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain sociological factors that contribute to illness, the course of the disease, and the success of treatment – including issues relating to health inequalities, the links between occupation and health, and the effects of poverty and affluence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss sociological aspects of behavioral change and treatment compliance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss basic principles of health improvement, including the wider determinants of health, health inequalities, health risks, and disease surveillance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Teaching safe prescribing to medical students

Assess how health behaviors and outcomes are affected by the diversity of the patient population
Describe measurement methods relevant to improvement of clinical effectiveness and care
Discuss principles underlying the development of health and health service policy, including issues relating to health economics, equity, and clinical guidelines
Explain and apply the basic principles of communicable disease control in hospital and community settings
Evaluate and apply epidemiological data in managing health care for the individual and the community
Recognize the role of environmental and occupational hazards in ill health and discuss ways to mitigate their effects
Discuss the role of nutrition in health
Discuss the principles and application of primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention of disease
Discuss from a global perspective the determinants of health and disease and variations in health care delivery and medical practice
Evaluate and apply epidemiological data in managing health care for the individual
Recognize the role of environmental and occupational hazards in ill health and discuss ways to mitigate their effects
Discuss the role of nutrition in health
Discuss the principles and application of primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention of disease
Discuss from a global perspective the determinants of health and disease and variations in health care delivery and medical practice
Apply scientific methods and approaches to medical research
Critically appraise the results of relevant diagnostic, prognostic, and treatment trials and other qualitative and quantitative studies as reported in the medical and scientific literature
Formulate simple relevant research questions in biomedical science, psychosocial science, or population science, and design appropriate studies or experiments to address the questions
Apply findings from the literature to answer questions raised by specific clinical problems
Understand the ethical and governance issues involved in medical research
The doctor as a practitioner
Carry out consultation with a patient
Take and record a patient's medical history, including family and social history, talking to relatives or other carers where appropriate
Elicit patients' questions, their understanding of their condition, and treatment options, and their views, concern, values, and preferences
Perform a full physical examination
Perform a mental-state examination
Assess a patient's capacity to make a particular decision in accordance with legal requirements and the GMC's guidance
Determine the extent to which patients want to be involved in decision making about their care and treatment
Provide explanation, advice, reassurance, and support

[1] Applies the principles of evidence-based practice, including clinical and cost effectiveness
[2] Takes an appropriate medical history and medication history, which includes both current and previously prescribed and nonprescribed medicines, supplements, and complementary remedies, and allergies and intolerances
[3] Identifies and respects the patients' values, beliefs, and expectations about medicines
[3] Gives the patient clear and accessible information about their medicines (eg, what it is for, how to use it, where to get it from, possible unwanted effects)
[3] Checks patient's understanding of and commitment to their management, monitoring, and follow-up

(Continued)
### Table 1 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes from GMC Tomorrow’s Doctors 2009</th>
<th>Competencies from NPC framework for prescribing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diagnose and manage clinical presentations</td>
<td>[2] Undertakes an appropriate clinical assessment using relevant equipment and techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpret findings from the history, physical examination, and mental-state examination, appreciating the importance of clinical, psychological, spiritual, religious, social, and cultural factors</td>
<td>[2] Makes or understands the working or final diagnosis by considering and systematically deciding between the various possibilities (differential diagnosis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make an initial assessment of a patient’s problems and a differential diagnosis</td>
<td>[2] Requests and interprets relevant investigations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand the processes by which doctors make and test a differential diagnosis</td>
<td>[2] Understands advantages and limitations of different information sources available to prescribers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulate a plan of investigation in partnership with the patient, obtaining informed consent as an essential part of this process</td>
<td>[2] Considers treatment options including no treatment, nonpharmacological interventions, and medicines usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpret the results of investigations, including growth charts, X-rays, and the results of the diagnostic procedures</td>
<td>[2] Assesses the effect of multiple pathologies, existing medication, allergies, and contraindications on management options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesize a full assessment of the patient’s problems and define the likely diagnosis or diagnoses</td>
<td>[2] Assess the risks and benefits to the patient of taking or not taking a medicine or treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make clinical judgments and decisions, based on the available evidence, in conjunction with colleagues and as appropriate for the graduate’s level of training and experience. This may include situations of uncertainty</td>
<td>[2] Where a medicine is appropriate, identifies the different options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulate a plan for treatment, management, and discharge, according to established principles and best evidence, in partnership with the patient, their carers, and other health professionals as appropriate. Respond to patients’ concerns and preferences, obtain informed consent, and respect the rights of patients to reach decisions with their doctor about their treatment and care and to refuse or limit treatment</td>
<td>[2] Establishes and maintains a plan for reviewing the therapeutic objective, discharge or endpoint of treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2] Ensures that the effectiveness of treatment and potential unwanted effects are monitored</td>
<td>[2] Makes changes to treatment plan in light of ongoing monitoring and patient’s condition and preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2] Understands advantages and limitations of different information sources available to prescribers</td>
<td>[3] Deals sensitively with patients’ emotions and concerns about their medicines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2] Considers treatment options including no treatment, nonpharmacological interventions, and medicines usage</td>
<td>[3] Creates a relationship that does not encourage the expectation that a prescription will be supplied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support patients in caring for themselves</td>
<td>[3] Works with patients to make informed choices about their management and respects their right to refuse or limit treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify the signs that suggest children or other vulnerable people may be suffering from abuse or neglect and know what action to take to safeguard their welfare</td>
<td>[3] Aims for an outcome of the consultation with which the patient and prescriber are satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribute to the care of patients and their families at the end of life, including management of symptoms, practical issues of law and certification, and effective communication and team working</td>
<td>[3] When possible, supports patients to take responsibility for their medicines and self-manage their conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate effectively with patients and colleagues in a medical context.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate clearly, sensitively, and effectively with patients, their relatives, or other carers and colleagues from the medical and other professions. by listening, sharing, and responding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate clearly, sensitively, and effectively with individuals and groups regardless of their age, social, cultural, or ethnic backgrounds or their disabilities, including when English is not the patient’s first language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate by spoken, written, and electronic methods (including medical records), and be aware of other methods of communication used by patients. The graduate should appreciate the significance of nonverbal communication in the medical consultation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate appropriately in difficult circumstances, such as when breaking bad news, and when discussing sensitive issues, such as alcohol consumption, smoking, or obesity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate appropriately with difficult or violent patients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate appropriately with people with mental illness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate appropriately with vulnerable patients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate effectively in various roles, for example, as patient advocate, teacher, manager, or improvement leader</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provide immediate care in medical emergencies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assess and recognize the severity of a clinical presentation and a need for immediate emergency care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnose and manage acute medical emergencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide basic first aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide immediate life support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide cardiopulmonary resuscitation or direct other team members to carry out resuscitation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prescribe drugs safely, effectively, and economically.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Establish an accurate drug history, covering both prescribed and other medication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan appropriate drug therapy for common indications, including pain and distress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide a safe and legal prescription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculate appropriate drug doses and record the outcome accurately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide patients with appropriate information about their medicines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access reliable information about medicines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detect and report adverse drug reactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate awareness that many patients use complementary and alternative therapies, and awareness of the existence and range of these therapies, why patients use them, and how this might affect other types of treatment that patients are receiving</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[2] Communicates information about medicines and what they are being used for when sharing or transferring prescribing responsibilities/information

[1] Only prescribes a medicine with adequate, up-to-date awareness of its actions, indications, dose, contraindications, interactions, cautions, and side effects (using, eg, the BNF/BNFC)

[1] Write legible, unambiguous, and complete prescriptions that meet legal requirements

[1] Accurately calculates doses and routinely checks calculations where relevant, eg, for children

[1] Uses up-to-date information about relevant products (eg, formulations, pack sizes, storage conditions, costs)

[1] Aware of how medicines are licensed, sourced, and supplied, and the implications for own prescribing

[3] Explains the rationale behind and the potential risks and benefits of management options

[1] Understands the potential for adverse effects and how to avoid/minimize, recognize and manage them

[1] Knows how to detect and report suspected adverse drug reactions

(Continued)
Table 1 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes from GMC Tomorrow’s Doctors 2009</th>
<th>Competencies from NPC framework for prescribing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carry out practical procedures safely and effectively</td>
<td>[1] Makes accurate, legible, and contemporaneous records and clinical notes of prescribing decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use information effectively in a medical context</td>
<td>[1] Effectively uses the systems necessary to prescribe medicines (eg, medicines charts, electronic prescribing, decision support)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The doctor as a professional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The graduate will be able to behave according to ethical and legal principles.</td>
<td>[2] Access and interprets relevant patient records to ensure knowledge of patient’s management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The graduate will be able to</td>
<td>[1] Understands and works within local frameworks for medicines use as appropriate (eg, local formularies, care pathways, guidelines)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] Understands the national frameworks for medicines use (eg, NICE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know about and keep to the GMC’s ethical guidance and standards including Good Medical Practice, the “Duties of a doctor registered with the GMC”, and supplementary ethical guidance that describes what is expected of all doctors registered with the GMC. Demonstrate awareness of the clinical responsibilities and role of the doctor, making the care of the patient the first concern. Recognize the principles of patient-centered care, including self-care, and deal with patients’ health care needs in consultation with them and, where appropriate, their relatives or carers. Be polite, considerate, trustworthy and honest, act with integrity, maintain confidentiality, respect patients’ dignity and privacy, and understand the importance of appropriate consent. Respect all patients, colleagues, and others regardless of their age, color, culture, disability, ethnic or national origin, sex, lifestyle, marital or parental status, race, religion or beliefs, sex, sexual orientation, or social or economic status. Graduates will respect patients’ right to hold religious or other beliefs, and take these into account when relevant to treatment options. Recognize the rights and the equal value of all people and how opportunities for some people may be restricted by others’ perceptions. Understand and accept the legal, moral, and ethical responsibilities involved in protecting and promoting the health of individual patients, their dependants, and the public – including vulnerable groups such as children, older people, people with learning disabilities, and people with mental illnesses. Demonstrate knowledge of laws, and systems of professional regulation through the GMC and others, relevant to medical practice, including the ability to complete relevant certificates and legal documents and liaise with the coroner or procurator fiscal where appropriate.</td>
<td>[3] Undertakes a consultation in an appropriate setting taking account of confidentiality, dignity, and respect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[3] Maintains patient confidentiality in line with best practice and regulatory standards and contractual requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[3] Adapts consultations to meet needs of different patients (eg, for language, age, capacity, physical or sensory impairments)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[2] Makes prescribing decisions based on the needs of patients and not the prescriber’s personal considerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[2] Knows and applies legal and ethical frameworks affecting prescribing practice (eg, misuse of drugs regulations)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reflect, learn, and teach others

Acquire, assess, apply, and integrate new knowledge, learn to adapt to changing circumstances and ensure that patients receive the highest level of professional care.

Establish the foundations for lifelong learning and continuing professional development, including a professional development portfolio containing reflections, achievements, and learning needs.

Continually and systematically reflect on practice and, whenever necessary, translate that reflection into action, using improvement techniques and audit appropriately — eg, by critically appraising the prescribing of others.

Manage time and prioritize tasks, and work autonomously when necessary.

Recognize own personal and professional limits and seek help from colleagues and supervisors when necessary.

Learn and work effectively within a multiprofessional team

Function effectively as a mentor and teacher including contributing to the appraisal, assessment, and review of colleagues, giving effective feedback and taking advantage of opportunities to develop these skills.

Understand and respect the roles and expertise of health and social care professionals in the context of working and learning as a multiprofessional team.

Understand the contribution that effective interdisciplin ary team working makes to the delivery of safe and high-quality care.

Work with colleagues in ways that best serve the interests of patients, passing on information and handing over care, demonstrating flexibility, adaptability, and a problem-solving approach.

Demonstrate ability to build team capacity and positive working relationships and undertake various team roles including leadership and the ability to accept leadership by others.

Protect patients and improve care

Place patients’ needs and safety at the center of the care process.

Deal effectively with uncertainty and change.

Understand the framework in which medicine is practiced in the UK, including the organization, management, and regulation of health care provision; the structures, functions, and priorities of the NHS; and the roles of and relationships between the agencies and services involved in protecting and promoting individual and population health.

Promote, monitor, and maintain health and safety in the clinical setting, understanding how errors can happen in practice, applying the principles of quality assurance, clinical governance, and risk management to medical practice, and understanding responsibilities within the current systems for raising concerns about safety and quality.

Function effectively as a mentor and teacher including contributing to the appraisal, assessment, and review of colleagues, giving effective feedback and taking advantage of opportunities to develop these skills.

Understand and respect the roles and expertise of health and social care professionals in the context of working and learning as a multiprofessional team.

Understand the contribution that effective interdisciplin ary team working makes to the delivery of safe and high-quality care.

Work with colleagues in ways that best serve the interests of patients, passing on information and handing over care, demonstrating flexibility, adaptability, and a problem-solving approach.

Demonstrate ability to build team capacity and positive working relationships and undertake various team roles including leadership and the ability to accept leadership by others.

Protect patients and improve care

Place patients’ needs and safety at the center of the care process.

Deal effectively with uncertainty and change.

Understand the framework in which medicine is practiced in the UK, including the organization, management, and regulation of health care provision; the structures, functions, and priorities of the NHS; and the roles of and relationships between the agencies and services involved in protecting and promoting individual and population health.

Promote, monitor, and maintain health and safety in the clinical setting, understanding how errors can happen in practice, applying the principles of quality assurance, clinical governance, and risk management to medical practice, and understanding responsibilities within the current systems for raising concerns about safety and quality.

[1] Keeps up to date with advances in practice and emerging safety concerns related to prescribing.

[2] Accesses relevant, up to date information using trusted evidence-based resources.


[1] Keeps up to date with advances in practice and emerging safety concerns related to prescribing.


[1] Ensures confidence and competence to prescribe are maintained.

[2] Learns and changes from reflecting on practice.

[2] Understands and uses tools to improve prescribing (eg, review of prescribing data, audit and feedback).

[1] Knows limits of their own knowledge and skill, and works within them.

[1] Knows when to refer to or seek guidance from another member of the team or a specialist.


[3] Negotiates the appropriate level of support and supervision for role as a prescriber.

[2] Shares and debates own and others’ prescribing practice, and acts upon feedback and discussion.

[3] Provides support and advice to other prescribers where appropriate.

[3] Thinks and acts as part of a multidisciplinary team to ensure that continuity of care is developed and not compromised.

[3] Establishes relationships with other professionals based on understanding, trust, and respect for each other’s roles in relation to prescribing.


[1] Works within the NHS/organizational or other ethical code of conduct when dealing with the pharmaceutical industry.

[3] Recognizes and deals with pressures that might result in inappropriate prescribing (eg, pharmaceutical industry, media, patient, colleagues).

[1] Knows about common types of medication errors and how to prevent them.

[1] Understands the need to work with, or develop, safe systems and processes locally to support prescribing, eg, repeat prescribing, transfer of information about medicines.
of a prescription, offering information to a patient about a medicine, and identifying potentially hazardous prescriptions as some of the skills that make up the prescribing practice that warrant assessment. The most challenging facet of clinical competence to examine is level 4 of Miller’s triangle, which relates specifically to performance, factoring in the additional system and individual-related influences from the modified Cambridge model. In order to ensure effective assessment, it is crucial to directly observe students in practice. Lum and Coombe reflect that direct observation is required to assess for level 4 “does”. They elaborate that direct observation of procedural skill is required so as to prove competence in surgical procedures, and so an equal requirement should exist for prescribing. A system of observing a collection of videotaped consultations has been employed to assess a trainee’s clinical skills. Standardized patients have also provided an opportunity for patient-simulated observations, but caution is advised in the training of the patients, validity of patient cases, and scoring scales. Another method assesses attitude via the use of structured or open questionnaires completed by members of the health care team to inform a 360° appraisal for medical staff. Personal logs and portfolios are potentially also useful for attitude assessment. The difficulties of these methods tie in with the question of where in the undergraduate–postgraduate continuum is prescribing best taught and assessed. Potentially, the undergraduate setting is sufficient to teach and assess up to and including level 3 of Miller’s triangle. The complete amalgamation and assessment of knowledge, skill, and behavior cannot be fully facilitated in an environment that does not offer the additional exposure to individual and systemic influences, and therefore it is better situated in the clinical setting. Indeed, the recent GMC document proposing the development and implementation of a National Licensing Examination (NLE) could offer the opportunity to assess graduates after a dedicated time in practice (eg, as suggested at the end of FY1). The initiative also intends to combine a discrete Prescribing Safety Assessment (PSA) that can be designed as such to standardize the process of assessment. The recent GMC Good Medical Practice guidance, which refers specifically to prescribing and managing medicines and devices, could be used to frame the expected behaviors and competences of qualified doctors in clinical practice and thereby inform the development of this PSA. The case for an NLE incorporating a PSA presented by the GMC argues for the objective assurance of a common standard of practitioners to help protect patients and also brings consistency to the assessment of outcomes of all graduates irrespective of medical school.
In considering what could be achievable in the undergraduate curriculum, the NPC single-competency framework for prescribers could offer more objective definitive criteria to clarify and expand upon the GMC’s general learning outcomes. This framework is a highly detailed depiction of the components that make up the prescribing process and provides an outline of competencies that, if acquired and maintained, can aid prescribers to become and remain effective and safe in their area of practice.21 The competencies have been mapped to the GMC outcomes based on subjective judgment (Table 1 and Figure 1), which is open to debate by other medical educators or curriculum designers. However, we retain the belief that the competencies can be accommodated even if not in our designated loci. This exercise demonstrates that, by absorbing the competency framework, educators can review their current curriculum that would have been designed to meet the GMC outcomes and visualize where competencies relating specifically to prescribing can be taught, learnt, and assessed. We speculate that existing material can be adjusted to add a dimension relating to prescribing and thereby offer opportunities for teaching, learning, and assessment to be integrated or designed to include this element. It is important to highlight that in any integrated assessment, there should be an identifiable and robust component devoted to the knowledge and skills that support drug prescribing, and it should not be “compensatable” by performance in other areas.26,37 This would ensure prescribing is a practice that receives its due attention and continual reference vertically and horizontally throughout the medical curriculum. A further layer to add to this mapping to aid educators and curriculum designers would be the addition of evidence-based robust assessment strategies against each individual or collection of competencies that have been trialed and tested for validity, generalizability, and vigor. This sharing of best practice amongst medical schools will truly allow the pedagogical challenge of the teaching and assessing of prescribing to be realized and overcome in the most cohesive and collaborative way.

Summary
The complexity of the practice of prescribing needs to be acknowledged and examined before one can be confident in its teaching to a safe and effective level. Also, this appreciation of intricacy of the role as a whole should be clear and visible to the undergraduate student so as to guide and frame the fostering of appropriate knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors toward this learning outcome. We have outlined and examined some of the component subsystems around the teaching, learning, and assessment of the system of prescribing within the undergraduate medical curriculum. The discussion of our findings is our “worldview”, in line with systems thinking, on how to teach safe and effective prescribing. The themes offer the opportunity for reflection and potential resolutions to identified issues with some current educational concepts. Finally, the identified detailed framework that can be subsumed onto the GMC learning outcomes demonstrates that nationally commissioned recommendations and guidelines do exist that can inform and add further objective, standardized structure to educational curriculum.
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